
 

LESSON PLANS 

Teacher:Moore Course: English IV Period(s): 4 and 5    Week of: 01/23/2017  

 
 

 Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 

Daily Learning 

Goal(s): 

Integrate multiple sources of 

information presented in 

diverse formats or media (e.g., 

visually, quantitatively, orally) 

in order to make informed 

decisions and solve problems, 

evaluating the credibility and 

accuracy of each source and 

noting any discrepancies among 

the data.  Determine the 

meaning of unknown and 

multiple-meaning words… 

choosing flexibly from a range 

of strategies. To empower 

students by giving them the 

tools for learning content and 

knowledge about the learning 

process itself. Setting goals. 

Integrate multiple sources of 

information presented in 

diverse formats or media (e.g., 

visually, quantitatively, orally) 

in order to make informed 

decisions and solve problems, 

evaluating the credibility and 

accuracy of each source and 

noting any discrepancies 

among the data.  Determine 

the meaning of unknown and 

multiple-meaning words… 

choosing flexibly from a range 

of strategies. To empower 

students by giving them the 

tools for learning content and 

knowledge about the learning 

process itself. Setting goals. 

Integrate multiple sources of 

information presented in diverse 

formats or media (e.g., visually, 

quantitatively, orally) in order 

to make informed decisions and 

solve problems, evaluating the 

credibility and accuracy of each 

source and noting any 

discrepancies among the data.  

Determine the meaning of 

unknown and multiple-meaning 

words… choosing flexibly from 

a range of strategies. To 

empower students by giving 

them the tools for learning 

content and knowledge about 

the learning process itself. 

Setting goals. 

Integrate multiple sources of 

information presented in diverse 

formats or media (e.g., visually, 

quantitatively, orally) in order to 

make informed decisions and 

solve problems, evaluating the 

credibility and accuracy of each 

source and noting any 

discrepancies among the data.  

Determine the meaning of 

unknown and multiple-meaning 

words… choosing flexibly from 

a range of strategies. To 

empower students by giving 

them the tools for learning 

content and knowledge about the 

learning process itself. Setting 

goals. 

Integrate multiple sources of 

information presented in 

diverse formats or media (e.g., 

visually, quantitatively, orally) 

in order to make informed 

decisions and solve problems, 

evaluating the credibility and 

accuracy of each source and 

noting any discrepancies among 

the data.  Determine the 

meaning of unknown and 

multiple-meaning words… 

choosing flexibly from a range 

of strategies. To empower 

students by giving them the 

tools for learning content and 

knowledge about the learning 

process itself. Setting goals. 

Standards or 

Frameworks: 

LAFS.1112.RL.1.1, 2.4, RI.1.1, 

1.2, 2.4, 2.6, 3.7, SL.1.1, 1.2, L.1.1, 

1.2, 2.3, 3.4, 3.5, 3.6, W.4.10, 

ELD. .ELL.LA.1, ELD. 

K12.ELL.SI.1, 

LAFS.1112.RST.3.7 

 

 

 

 

LAFS.1112.RL.1.1, 2.4, RI.1.1, 

1.2, 2.4, 2.6, 3.7, SL.1.1, 1.2, 

L.1.1, 1.2, 2.3, 3.4, 3.5, 3.6, 

W.4.10, ELD. .ELL.LA.1, ELD. 

K12.ELL.SI.1, 

LAFS.1112.RST.3.7; 

LAFS.1112.SL.1.1 

 

LAFS.1112.RL.1.1, 2.4, RI.1.1, 

1.2, 2.4, 2.6, 3.7, SL.1.1, 1.2, L.1.1, 

1.2, 2.3, 3.4, 3.5, 3.6, W.4.10, ELD. 

.ELL.LA.1, ELD. K12.ELL.SI.1, 

LAFS.1112.SL.1.1LAFS.1112.RST

.3.7 

 

LAFS.1112.RL.1.1, 2.4, RI.1.1, 1.2, 

2.4, 2.6, 3.7, SL.1.1, 1.2, L.1.1, 1.2, 

2.3, 3.4, 3.5, 3.6, W.4.10, ELD. 

.ELL.LA.1, ELD. K12.ELL.SI.1, 

LAFS.1112.SL.1.1LAFS.1112.RST.

3.7 

 

LAFS.1112.RL.1.1, 2.4, RI.1.1, 

1.2, 2.4, 2.6, 3.7, SL.1.1, 1.2, L.1.1, 

1.2, 2.3, 3.4, 3.5, 3.6, W.4.10, 

ELD. .ELL.LA.1, ELD. 

K12.ELL.SI.1, 

LAFS.1112.RST.3.7 

 



 

LESSON PLANS 

Activities: 

ELA Standards practice using 

internet. Gathering information 

from multiple sources. 

Writing skills review, Novel 

review – Tolkien, Historical 

information – Day Light Savings 

DoNow – announcements of 

upcoming dates of importance 

Jan 31 – Meet the Experts in the 

Career Resource Center 

Feb 2 Senior Panoramic 

 

Preview of author Jay Ashe. 

Overview who he is, his book, his 

last vis (five years ago) and his 

upcoming series adopted from his 

book 13 Reasons Why. 

Students produce at least two 

questions they would like 

answered about Jay Asher on 

provided note card. 

 

Author Visit day. 

Senior presentation is during 

periods 1/2. 

Students in periods 4, 5, 6 and 7 

will be in room 206. Students were 

told to bring material to work on, or 

I would have worksheets available 

if they needed them. 

 

 

Computer Lab 

 

USAtestprep – using results from 

last week’s assessment, students did 

practice activities on the skills they 

showed as their weakest. 

 

Students were given the opportunity 

to redo, with the highest score 

entered.  They were allowed to 

complete up until the end of the 

school day tomorrow (Jan 27). 

Do Now 

Completion of Do Now on 

absences, make up work (getting it 

and doing it). Students were to list 

any missing assignments and could 

complete and turn in for partial 

credit. 

 

Classwork / 

Homework 

 Notecards    

 


